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So what do you do when you make so much music that you began to stockpile it? Well P.O. Tha Profit 

Rich Tycoon came across that problem and came up with the perfect solution. You put together a network

and start recording hits. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap

Details: The Black Bizness Network is not just a network of recording artist's, it is a movement. The

Network's founders RICH Tycoon a.k.a. Filthy RICH and P.O. Tha Profit originally started the group

(Black Bizness) to promote one another's music and with the intentions of inching their way up in an

industry flooded with recording artists. The 2 devout rappers/entrepreneurs started recording tracks for

their debut LP Shop Open in 2003. About 6 months later their main producer found interest in another

genre of music and became lax in regards to the duo's project. After a short intermission, the 2 street

rappers re-adjusted their game plan and went on a quest to record a bigger and better album. They also

extended the group to form a Network of artists from all over the Bay Area, hence the name change from

Black Bizness to The Black Bizness Network. The name, Black Bizness Network (BBN) signifies the black

market and represents all involved in the struggle. The Network has a revolving door and serves as a

platform for new artists to showcase their talents to the public. Although RICH Tycoon and P.O. The Profit

serve as the cornerstone members, the Network is an ever-changing art form. The first album Shop Open

means just that: The Black Bizness Network is open for business. Not only have the Networks founders

started a new Network of Artists, on November 1, 2004 the duo also launched their independent record

label Street Wire Muzik. Black Bizness's, Shop Open will be the label's inaugural release. The release

date (not yet confirmed) looks to be around late August-early September 2005. RICH Tycoon and P.O.

The Profit have nearly 25 years in rapping and lyric writing experience combined. The highlight of RICH

Tycoon's career came in 1993 when he was featured on a compilation entitled Seattle the Dark Side. The
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album also featured Sir Mix-a-Lot, and was released by Def America/Warner Brothers. At the time RICH

Tycoon was known as Filthy RICH. One of the songs RICH Tycoon was featured on, Drop Top was

chosen as the projects lead single. A video was shot for the single and was aired nationwide on BET,

MTV, Jukebox, and the California Music Channel. The single also aired on several major radio stations

nationwide. P.O. Tha Profit has been diligently working on music since the early 90's also. He's been

involved with several underground rap groups including Struggle 2 Strive and Young Playa's Click,

recorded with platinum producer G-Rock (San Jose, CA.), and opened up for platinum artists such as

E-40  The Click and RBL Posse. Before the Black Bizness venture P.O. The Profit was also close to

penning a deal with D-1 Music, but the independent label decided to go another direction in regards to the

music they promoted. Also in the Black Bizness Network are Prince Lefty and Lady I. Both artist are in

development stages, and can be heard on the album Shop Open. All of the network's artists have solo

Lp's on the way, P.O. Tha Profit WHAT HAPPENED TO MY YOUTH?, RICH Tycoon CURRENCY, Prince

Lefty BUILT ON FOUNDATION, and Lady I (Not Yet Titled)
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